CyberRegs
AN ONLINE REGULATORY COMPLIANCE LIBRARY TO MEET THE DEMANDS
OF ENVIRONMENT, HEALTH & SAFETY

CyberRegs® is a continuously updated online library of regulatory documents
spanning environmental, health, safety and transportation topics. The scope of
regulatory coverage includes the United States, Canada and Mexico (including States
and Provinces) for a wide range of content and topics including: Air, Water, Waste,
Occupational Health, Safety, Community, Transportation, Chemical Management and
more.

BENEFITS
• Reduces EHS specialists’
time spent researching
regulatory information
• Increases efficiency in
analyzing impacts of
regulatory changes on
operations
• Provides visibility into
pending regulatory changes
• Enables the creation and
management of an
electronic compliance
register

With constant changes to regulations published in different formats and update
cycles, ensuring your organization is in full regulatory compliance can be a challenge.
Sphera has specialized monitoring tools, processes, and experts to keep abreast of
regulatory changes. Sphera adapts to evolving government publishing approaches
to ensure that content provided in CyberRegs matches the primary source. In many
cases changes are made to the content the same day changes are published by
relevant agencies.
CyberRegs eases the search burden for expert users by combining a large number
of regulatory references in a single comprehensive source and maintaining the
hierarchical structure to mirror the primary source (e.g. Title, Part, Section and
Paragraph). In addition, the original text is converted to hypertext and reference links
are created between documents so users can efficiently surf the regulatory content to
quickly find the pertinent information and applicability for their operations.

Empower your workforce to efficiently identify, track, and manage
compliance obligations impacting your business
With CyberRegs you can:
Efficiently search and find applicable laws and obligations
• Extensive search capabilities allow users to mine data using natural language or
keywords and refine results according to specific domains, publications or countries.
Effectively collaborate with colleagues
• Users can share annotations or direct links to any document, section or paragraph
with other CyberRegs users in the organization, alerting them to changes that may
affect their area of compliance.
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EXTENSIVE REGULATORY
CONTENT COVERAGE
• Entire Code of Federal
Regulations (CFR)
• Entire U.S. Code (Statutes &
Preambles)

Quickly assess impacts of regulatory changes to your business
• Users can customize preferences for the Early Warning System so that they receive
an e-mail notification when regulations of interest have changed.
• Users can immediately identify revisions by virtue of the color-coded Change
Tracking System. Archived versions of each document are retained by CyberRegs
for reference and comparison between two versions.

• U.S. Federal Register (FR)

• Bookmark and annotation capabilities let users keep track of specific paragraphs
for ease of reference.

• Proposed regulations

Simplify processes by creating an enterprise compliance platform

• Entire State-level EHS
Transportation laws &
regulations

• Analyzes, benchmarks and rolls-up environmental performance indicators for
monitoring and managing of site level, intermediate or overall corporate goals.

• Canada Gazette
• Canadian Acts of Parliament
• Mexican Federal Laws,
Regulations & Standards

Powerful Functionality Designed to Streamline Compliance Work Processes
Change Tracking System
Use of color-coded highlights allow for fast detection of changes between current and archived documents.
Early Warning Service
Email alerts that will notify users of updates and proposed changes based on preferences.
Community Email
Quickly collaborate by sharing documents and comments with other users.
RegMatch
Cross-reference regulatory documents–federal to state, state to federal and state to state.
Reverse Links
View a master list of any and all hyperlinks within a document for quicker access.
Annotations
Add company-specific information and commentaries to documents and share throughout the organization.
Stored Notification System
Create, manage change, and collaborate regarding regulatory applicability to operations
Connect
Integrate and link industry standards directly to operational processes from the regulations to meet compliance demands
(e.g. API, ANSI, ASTM, ASME, ISO & NFPA).

www.sphera.com
For more information contact us at: sphera.com/contact-us/
ABOUT Sphera Solutions
For more than 30 years, Sphera has been committed to creating a safer, more sustainable and productive world by advancing operational excellence.
Sphera is the largest global provider of Operational Excellence software and information services with a focus on Environmental Health & Safety (EH&S),
Operational Risk and Product Stewardship. The Chicago-based company serves more than 2,500 customers and over 1 million individual users across
70 countries. Sphera is a portfolio company of Genstar Capital, a leading middle-market private equity firm focused on the software, industrial technology,
financial services and healthcare industries.
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